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Business   Overview  

 

EOG   Resources,   Inc.   is   an   exploration   and   production   company,   specifically   for   gas   and   crude   oil.   EOG  
operates   primarily   in   the   Eagle   Ford   Shale   and   Barnett   Shale   in   Texas   and   the   Bakken   formation   in   North  
Dakota.   Of   its   2.5   million   boe   reserves,   EOG   holds   1.3   million   barrels   in   crude   oil   and   condensates,   with   a  
roughly   4.3   billion   cubic   feet   of   natural   gas.   The   US   is   the   company's   largest   market.  

One   of   EOG’s   competitive   advantages   is   that   it   is   the   biggest   operator   (by   volume   produced)   in   the   Eagle  
Ford   Shale   play   in   South   Texas.   The   company   also   has   a   presence   in   the   Delaware   Basin,   owning   about  
160,000   net   acres   in   the   Leonard   Shale,   and   over   345,000   net   acres   in   the   Wolfcamp   Shale.   Additionally,  
EOG   has   acreage   in   the   Wolfcamp   Shale   within   the   Midland   Basin.   Further,   the   majority   of   EOG’s   wells  
are   classified   as   premium   wells.   These   are   wells   that   can   remain   profitable   through   more   efficient   wells,  
along   with   superior   infrastructure   for   transporting   the   oil.   EOG   is   able   to   maintain   a   10%   return   on  
capital   employed   when   oil   is   less   than   $50/barrel.   This   ensures   EOG   will   have   strong   returns   through  
various   oil   and   market   cycles.   



 

 

Business   Strategy  

EOG   has   done   a   good   job   of   being   acquisition   averse,   allowing   the   company   to   focus   on   low-cost  
exploration   acreage,   as   opposed   to   purchasing   higher-cost   acreage   where   oil   has   already   been  
discovered.   This   has   allowed   EOG   to   maintain   nearly   $1   billion   in   cash   holdings,   while   only   having  
approximately   $5   billion   in   debt.   The   company   has   stated   they   are   committed   to   paying   down   debt,  
which   allows   them   to   work   towards   their   goal   of   maintaining   a   dividend   growth   rate   of   ~2%.  

One   of   EOG’s   most   accretive   strategic   gambles   was   exploring   the   Powder   River   Basin   in   Wyoming.   South  
Texas'   Eagle   Ford   shale   remains   EOG's   top   producing   region,   and   the   company   also   has   significant  
presence   in   the   Permian   Basin.   While   most   of   its   peers   were   hoping   to   boost   output   at   the   Permian  
Basin   of   West   Texas,   EOG   was   able   to   diversify   its   acreage,   and   therefore   avoiding   the   pipeline  
limitations,   which   resulted   in   an   enormous   bottleneck   for   competitors.   

EOG   focused   on   E&P   at   the   Powder   Basin   in   2015.   However,   in   2018   the   company   discovered   the   Mowry  
and   Niobrara   shale   plays   in   the   Basin   which   holds   some   1.9   billion   BOE   of   recoverable   resources,   a   more  
than   tenfold   increase   for   EOG.   In   2016   EOG   acquired   Yates   Petroleum   Corporation,   Abo   Petroleum  
Corporation,   MYCO   Industries,   Inc.   and   certain   other   entities   (collectively,   Yates)   in   a   deal   valued   at   $2.5  
billion.   This   was   some   of   the   very   limited   acquisitions   the   company   opted   for.  

 



Asset   Growth  

EOG   has   been   growing   their   inventory,   both   in   quantity   and   quality.   In   February   2016,   the   company   had  
~3,200   wells,   which   would   have   yielded   them   approximately   625   MBoe   (million   barrels   of   oil   equivalent).  
In   2019,   the   company   had   ~9,500   wells,   yielding   them   approximately   970MBoe.   This   represents   over  
55%   in   per   well   output,   and   approximately   3X   growth   in   barrel   count   in   3   years.   

Cost   Cutting   &   Social   Awareness  

The   company   has   also   committed   to   cost   cutting   to   further  
expand   their   bottom   line.   In   2014,   the   company   had   cash  
operating   costs   of   $12.86   per   Boe.   In   2018,   that   was  
reduced   to   $9.36.   Further,   the   company   is   forecasting  
down   for   2019,   with   expected   cost   per   Boe   is   $8.89.   One  
place   the   company   has   cut   cost   is   total   transportation  
cost,   and   is   marrying   this   effort   with   their   initiatives   to   be  
an   environmentally   responsible   company.   Below,   the   chart  
illustrates   that   EOG   is   a   market   leader   gross   production  
(MBoe),   yet   among   their   competitors   they   rank   far   lower  
on   greenhouse   gas   intensity   (measured   in   Metric   tons   of  
CO 2    per   MBoe).  

 

Financial   Performance  

 

 



Cash   holdings   nearly   doubled   in   FY2018,   up   from   $832M   in   FY2017   to   $1.55B   in   FY2018.   Operations  
generated   $7.7   billion,   up   from   4.2B   in   2017.   This   was   offset   by   $6.1   billion   used   for   investments   (mostly  
in   additions   of   new   oil   &   gas   properties),   plus   $839M   of   outflows   to   financing   activities   (primarily   in   debt  
repayments).   The   company   was   able   to   reduce   its   debt   by   some   $950   million   during   2017,   and   its  
outstanding   debt   was   just   over   $6   billion   at   the   year   end.   

Update   on   the   Oil   Market  

There   is   a   growing   positive   sentiment   in   the   global   oil  
market.   Money   managers   boosted   their   net-long  
position   on   West   Texas   Intermediate   crude   for   the   first  
time   since   mid-September   in   the   week   ended   Oct.   22,  
data   released   Friday   showed,   according   to   Bloomberg.  
Further,   crude   gained   5.4%   last   week.   As   short   sellers  
begin   to   unwind   positions,   expect   oil   to   receive   a   boost.   

Further,   September   was   a   historical   month   for   oil.   The  
unprecedented   attacks   on   the   Aramco   supplies   was   a  
large-scale   supply   disruption.   This   caused   oil   to   spike   to  
$71/barrel.   Following   the   attacks   and   Saudi   press   releases   that   this   would   not   affect   supply   in   the  
long-term,   the   price   settled   back   down   to   ~$58/barrel   by   10/11   –   this   is   $2   below   the   price   leading   up   to  
the   attacks.   

(The   chart   represents   expected   supply/demand   through   3Q20   and   was   authored   by   the   International  
Energy   Agency.)   

 

2Q19  

In   the   second   quarter   of   2019,   the  
company   delivered   strong   results   to  
investors.   Their   oil   production   target  
was   18%   above   its   level   a   year   prior.  
Of   the   $1.7B   budgeted   for   capital  
expenditure,   EOG   spent   under,  
clocking   in   at   $1.6B.   EOG   generated  
$350M   of   free   cash   flow,   which  
helped   contribute   to   the   funds   used  
to   retire   a   $900M   bond   due   this   past  
June.   Further,   the   company’s   net  
debt/total   capitalization   ratio   has  
fallen   16%   since   2008.   For   the   second  
consecutive   year,   EOG   raised   their  
dividend   more   than   30%.   

 



Price   Projections  

Analyst   Ratings  

 

 

 

Price   Target  

I   believe   EOG,   through   their   premium   drilling,   revenue   growth   and   cost   cutting   measures,   will   exceed  
Analyst   expectations   in   2019.   My   6   month   outlook   for   the   stock   is   an   18%   climb   from   its   closing   price   on  
10/28,   which   would   land   them   at   $83.84.  

Outlook:    Bullish  

Price   Target:    $83.84  

 

 

 



 



 

 


